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INTRODUCTION

Since its establishment in 1967, the Geological Society of Malaysia (GSM) has been a major contributor to the advancement in the knowledge of geology in Malaysia and Southeast Asia. The Society has successfully organised numerous international and national seminars and conferences. A large number of papers in geology and related fields have been published in the Society’s Bulletin series as well as the GSM Newsletter and Warta Geologi. Malaysia and Southeast Asia are the main geographical areas of research of these papers, although papers on other regions are not uncommon.

ORDER & ARRANGEMENT

This bibliography and index is divided into four sections: List of Publications, Bibliography, Subject Index and Author Index.

The list of publications is a chronological listing of the contents of the Bulletin, and full papers published in the GSM Newsletter and Warta Geologi.

The bibliography contains over 1,600 citations listed in alphabetical order according to the authors. The arrangement of the citations for a single author is as far as possible chronological. The co-authors are also listed and cross-referenced to the first author. The citations are organised in the following way:

AUTHOR/s, Year. Title of paper (Title of paper in English for papers in Bahasa Malaysia). Publication, Volume (Issue No.):page number [number of illustrations, number of tables, number of references]

The subject index contains over 400 primary entries arranged alphabetically. An abbreviated title of the paper is included next to the entries. Each paper has an average of 3 index references and every effort has been made to choose the right keywords, that is, those that form the salient point in each paper. The Subject Index is arranged as below:

Primary subject
  • Secondary subject: Abbreviated title of paper
    [Author/s, Year]
    — : Abbreviated title of paper [Author/s, Year]

The entry below the secondary subject that begins with an emdash (—) has the same secondary subject as the one above it that begins with a bullet (+). Secondary entries under the same primary subject are listed alphabetically while citations in the same secondary subject are listed chronologically. Important secondary subjects are cross-referenced (see, see under) to the primary subjects.

Over 1,000 entries are arranged alphabetically in the Author index.
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